Appendix- 5  Photographs and Documents

Marcus Family The photograph on the wall is of my Grandmother's Father and Grandfather: (L>R) Zeidie Feivel and Zeidie Monash @1935

Sarah and Reuben Goldstone and their Grandson Anthony (Nachum's son)

@ 1948

Reuben Goldstone and Nachum's children: Iris Rochelle, Philip and Anthony

@1950
Sarah and her family: (L>R) Shmully, Nachum, Sonny, Uncle Louis, Edith (Nachum's wife), Sarah, Nettie @1956

My Grandmother Edith Marcus @1955

My Grandmother showing Jackie the picture of her Father (Feivel-Phillip Golding) and Uncle Norman @1943
Announcement of Auntie Janie's death @1948

Auntie Lena's death certificate @1954

Harry Sagar's name and death @ 1918
Abe Sagar's Visa application @1922
Engineer Lieutenant Named Commander Of Rebuilt Kaserne

Augsburg — First Lt. Abraham P. Sagar was recently named Kaserne Commander in Göttingen.

In addition to his duties as commander, he was also designated as property custodial officer, resident engineer for Göttingen and utilities maintenance officer.

Sagar entered the service in May 1943, and was assigned to the 435th FC, Ft. Belvoir, Va. Later he was permanently assigned to Belvoir where he acted as a planning leader until his discharge in 1945. He was first commissioned in July 1943, starting his current tour as an officer in February 1950. He came overseas soon after being recalled to active duty.

Alan, David, Howard and Valerie Rosenhoch @ 2010

Wedding picture of Rosalind and Ian Sagar @ 1945
Auntie Lena, Ian and Ricky (3 months old) @1948

Rick Sagar @2010

Laura (Rick Sagar's daughter) and her husband Mike and Grandmother Rosalind Sagar @2008

Jason Sagar (Rick's son) and his wife Katie @ 2008
Rachel Sagar (Rick's daughter) and her Uncle Michael Sager @2010

Janine's wedding (Left>Right): Around the table from front left: Bunny (Beulah) Sagar (Al's wife); Rita Sagar, Lionel Marcus, Auntie Ginny, Martin Pomerantz, Rita Pomerantz, Uncle Norman, Auntie Rose, Jimmy (Bunny's husband) @ 1974

Janine (Sagar) Botty and daughter Amy @2009

David and Trisha Botty @2010
Birth Certificate of Rita-Yetta Sagar @1921

Rita Sagar @ 1930
Louis, Abe, and Jack Golding 1900

Uncle Abe @1930

The telegram announcing Uncle Abe arriving in the USA. 1918
Abe, Ginny and Rita Golding @ 1925

Uncle Abe Golding and his sister Edith (Edie) Marcus @ 1954

This picture was taken in "the house" (Left>Right): Uncle Abe, My Grandfather , X, Auntie Ginny, My Grandmother @ 1950
Ada and Nat Hult: Ada was Auntie Ginny's sister, married to Nat who was my Grandmother Edith's cousin. @ 1930

Uncle Louis, Uncle Abe, Phillip and Auntie Ginny, taken in London (@1937-9)

Auntie Ginny and Shmully Goldstone @ 1937-9

Louis in 1917, before he went to France.
Louis Golding  This photo hung in Louis' library over his desk @1935

An invitation received by Uncle Louis 1937

Louis and Annie Golding's wedding invitation
Louis Golding and his bride Annia Wintrobe at their wedding

Uncle Louis wedding cake. Note: the names of his books are written on the icing all around the cake.
Moshe and Feige Marcus and their children: (L>R) Sarah, Lena, Zacharia, Janey @1900
Sarah Marcus and husband Max Ripkin @1905

Moshe and Feige Marcus and daughter Lena. @1900

Zacharia Marcus with Nettie and Lionel @1910
This was photographed by Uncle Louis in the Kitchen of 19 Sycamore Street (L>R) : Italy(?), Frances, Nettie, Norman. @1924

Nettie (top row first right) in Harper Hay High School, Manchester @1922

Nettie @ 1930
Nettie and her Father in New York @1923

Nettie as a houswife @1950

Announcement of my birth (in my Father's handwriting) 1944
Nettie as a Mother, wife, sister and aunt (L>R) Nettie, Esther, Oscar, Auntie Rose, Jackie, Uncle Norman in our house in Brooklyn. @1958

My Grandparents and me @1945

My Garandfather and me @1950
Nettie and Oscar Herschman in Ashkelon, Israel 1965

Shmully and Phyllis Goldstone @1975

World's Fair- Chicago 1933 (L>R): Nettie, ?, Ella, Jesse (?)

Sid Sharpe and Oscar, Nettie and Harry Sharpe @1958
Nettie and Ella Schwab-1965

Sharon, Vicki and Anita Schwab @ 1955

Sharon, Don, and Matt @2010

Sharon and Sean @2010
Anita (Schwab) Gutterman and her family (L-R): Shayla, Anita, Howard, Eden @ 2010

Esther and Mordechai Rechtschafner 2010

Inegram Family :Yael, Renat,Yiska, Idit, Koby,Yonaton, (Esther & Mordechai), Zuria, Avital,Tehila 2010
Yoni, Zachary, Danny, Ayelet and Asaf Prigozin @2010

Doria and Moty Ivgy 2006

Lionel Marcus meeting with Edgar Simon in Calcutta in 1944
Marcia and Lonny Partridge's wedding (with Uncle Lionel and Auntie Jeanette)

Marcia's wedding Top row (L>R): (Beulah) Sagar (Al's wife), Auntie Rose, Uncle Lionel, Auntie Jeanette, Uncle Norman, Uncle Joe; Bottom row (L>R): Jimmy (Bunny's husband) Rosalind Sagar, Ian Sagar, Auntie Jinny, Frances. 1968

Mark's Bar Mitzvah Top row (L>R) Jackie, Judd, Danny; Kenny Hassman (1st cousin - Jeanette's sister's son) bottom row: Esther, Sue Markowitz?, Marcia, 2 other Markowitz sisters

Marcia, Lonny, Allison, Jonathan Partridge -1997

Allison and Jonathan Partridge- 1983

Pesach- 1983 (L>R) Diane, Mark, Lionel, Jeanette. The candlesticks belonged to my Grandmother Edith.
Stephanie as a baby @ 1986

Diane, Stephanie and Mark Marcus @2011–10–16

Uncle Lionel holding Idit @1969

Marcia and Jonathan- 2011
Marcia and Colin @2010

Uncle Norman’s house in Mount Vernon (L>R) Uncle Joe, Dede, Uncle Norman, Uncle Lionel; (F) Auntie Rose, Auntie Jeanette, Liane Simon, Esther 1961

Justin and Jessica (Marcus) Gallager 2009

Jackie with Adam and Britanny at their engagement party @ 2011
Jessica and baby Ian (7 weeks old) 2010

Adam and baby Ian 2010

Jackie with his son Adam and Grandson Ian 2010
Danny and Basya Marcus @2010

Howard and Sarah's wedding: David, Lisa, Danny, Sara, Basya, Michele & Sharon 2011

Frances Gross (Dede) @1970
Dede & Uncle Joe 1966

Dede, Uncle Joe, and Auntie Rose 1971

Shulamith and Jonathan Klein

Josh Golding Family (L>R): Rivka, Ayalla, Josh, Nathaniel, Rafi, Samuel, F: Vanessa

Belinda and Esther- Jerusalem 2009
Judy (Rice) Conklin's daughters and grandchildren (Left>Right): Susan, Sharon, Susan's husband's niece, Sofia and Gracie @2005

Betty and Steve Schoenberger @2008

Emily, Robert and Mathew Schoenberg @2010

Lisa and Dalia May Cohen @011
1) Leslie and his daughter Lisa. 2) Leslie Golding,  3) Diane and her niece Lisa (@5) and visited her in California. @1975